Water fight filaments appear from the spontaneous transformation of extended beams driven by t6e request of maximum stationarity and minimum losses in the presence of multi-photon absorption, without apparent contribution of plasma defocusing effects.
Light filaments in gaseous, solid and liquid media are usually interpreted either as soliton-like, self-guided beams, supported hy the balance between Kerr-induced self focusing and plasma-induced self defocusing', or in the frame of moving foci' or dynamic spatial replenishment3 models, which consider the filament as continuously absorbed and regenerated by different temporal slices of the the pulse (and stationarity as an optical illusion caused by t i m e integrated detection).
By slightly focusing (f = f500 mm) a 527nm, 200b pulse in water, with power 13 P,, we formed a single filament of Y 20pm FWHM size that propagates with almost constant diameter within the investigated z=15-40mm range. Fig. l ( a ) shows the effect of the insertion of a 55pm-diameter pinhole in the water cuvette at t=20mm. Indeed the filament did not survive longer than 1 diffraction length, since we observed a rapid decay with a divergence -2 x larger than that of a gaussian beam of the same FWHM diameter. By blocking the cental spike only with the aid of a 55 p m beam st,opper (see Fig. l(b) ), a new spike of the original size reappeared at I = 25 nn, gaining power a s it propagates. The profile in case of the "freefilament" propagation is reported in Fig. l(c) for comparison. These results, compatible with the dynamic replenishment of quoted demonstrate a so important energy refilling by the external portion of the beam that by no means one could attribute the apparent diffraction-free propagation (in the absence of pinholes) to a sort of beam self-guiding effect.
Here what we propose is third, novel, interpretation, which addresses the evolution of the input beam toward a still stationary, but not soliton-like, profile. In order to outline the key role played by nou-linear losses we have adopted a continuous wave (CW) model where we neglected all temporal and spatietemporal effects, as well as the plasma- 
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L sole Kerr non-linearity and the mult,i-plroton ahsorption (MPA) we were surprisingly able to describe with fairly good accuracy not only the asymptotic (including the effect of pinhole and beam stopper), but also the very transient regime, featured by t,he appearance of a Kerr-indnced thoroidal lens, which keeps focusing the outside corona of the beam and so sustains the intense central spike. The dynamics, which does not require any temporal slicing, outlines the possible spontaneous transformation of the input ganssian into a conical, Bessel-like, beam4. Indeed, owing to the presence of "cold", slowly decaying tails that contain most of beam power, conical waves are the only one provided with a large reservoir that might refuel their "hot" central spike and so preserve (weak) localization and stationarity, as long as the system losses are non-linear.
